
8 December 2016 

Stainbank Challenge 15km: 
Aubrey Roberts:  1st   60-69 man 
Sheree Kirsten:  2nd  60-69 lady 
Gill Tregenna:   1st   70+ lady 

Chairman’s Draw 
The chairman’s draw will be taking place at the time trial on  
13 December 2016. The amount is currently on R300 -  some nice 
Christmas spending money!! 
 

 

Christmas Run 
The 13th of  December will also be the Christmas time trial. This is 
run in reverse and we have shooters along the time trial route. Dress 
up in your Christmas gear. A prize will go to the best dressed.  and the 
braai’s will be lit, so stay and socialise afterwards! 
 

 

Upcoming Races 

15 December: Mandela Indentured Labourer Challenge at Blue Lagoon.  

    10 and 5km night run. Starts at 18h15 
18 December:   Big Hill Run at Hollo Trails. 21 and 10km 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DECEMBER BIRTHDAYS  
Happy birthday to the  

following members. Have 

an awesome day!  

 

 

Kelvin Strachan  2  

Megan Finestone  2  

Guy Crosbie   3  

Romy Croxford   3 

Karl Rabie   6  

Vicky Stott   7  

Shaun Moore   10  

Alison Rich   12  

Denbeigh Knight  14  

Katharine Atkinson  15  

Mark Schapers   17  

Jodie Spencer   17  

Charl Meyer   18  

Megan Cox   18  

Tina Leisegang   18  

Ryan Solomon   20  

Sarah Rich   20  

Kerry Robertson  20  

Sarah Hotz   23  

John Warnes   23  

Bongani Khumalo  23  

Jacob Twala   25  

Lindsey Watkeys  25  

Rob Gibb    25  

Rowland Visser   28  

Renier Basson   30  

Alan Etchells   30  

HILLS ARE HARD 
Hills are hard. That’s why many of us run or ride around – rather than over – them in training. But 
the truth is tackling hills will make you a stronger, faster athlete. 
 

STRONGER FOR LONGER 
Hill running offers a great total-body workout that will protect against strains. “I pick up fewer  
injuries when I train on hills,” says Angela Mudge, Buff Skyrunner World Champion. “The changing 
terrain means that each foot placement is subtly different, so you don’t tend to develop  
repetitive injuries.” The ascents will make you more powerful and the descents are just as useful: 
the balance and stride-length changes will make your reactions quicker and your body more agile. 
Try this: Train on hilly off-road terrain as often as possible. The gradients and uneven surface will 
condition your body against injury while improving your balance and core strength. 
 

PACE YOURSELF 
If you find that you start every ascent full of energy and enthusiasm, only to fade alarmingly before 
you’re halfway up, you’re setting off too fast, that could spell disaster further into the session. “If 
your oxygen and energy consumption are too high early on, you’ll pay later by slowing down and 
running out of glycogen,” says Anderson. Forget speed when you’re new to hills: focus on effort. 
“Aim to keep your effort constant,” he says.  
Try this: Hold back a little next time you climb. You’ll postpone that burning sensation in your legs 
(caused by lactic acid build up) for longer, and be fresher to pick up speed on the descents. 
 

FLOATING ON AIR 
When you incorporate hills into your running training, you’ll develop strategies for climbing  
efficiently, but you can also learn from the experts. If you know there is a big hill coming up, slow 
down a little, relax and prepare yourself mentally to ‘float’ up the hill. Running hills is about getting 
your breathing right, too. It should be quite a meditative process.  
Try this: Run three strides as you breathe in – making sure you pull air right down into your lungs – 
and three strides as you exhale, forcing the used air out a little more quickly. 
 

RUNNER’S HIGH 
Gravity is good news when you’re descending, but you can also use it to help you climb. Lean for-
ward a little next time you’re running up a hill, and drive your arms at your sides, making sure not 
to push them across your body. Driving your arms across your body exaggerates hip and core 
movement lower down your body, which might lead to injury. Keep your head up and level. 
Try this: Run on your toes; imagine that you are being pulled toward the sky, and keep your hips 
held high at all times. 
 

OVER THE TOP 
As you near the top of a hill on the run, force your arms to work hard to propel your body forward, 
and upward and to maintain rhythm. Always push for a point just beyond the summit and maintain 
your faster breathing pace for a minute to get rid of built-up lactic acid. The extra oxygen you  
inhale will speed up this process. 
Try this: Aim to maintain your effort for one minute after you’ve reached the top of a hill. 
 

UP THE FUN 
If the burning sensation in your legs and lungs leads you to avoid hills, there are ways to make 
them more fun. I found that running hills became fun when I started to pass other people in races. 
Using your competitive streak to conquer hills is a great idea, but if you’re training rather than  
racing, make hills more fun by running with other people, and reward yourself at the top. 
Try this: Pick an area with gorgeous views and enjoy them on the way up to take your mind off the 
climbs,” says Mudge. 

A policeman called the station on his radio.  
“I have an interesting case here. An old lady shot her husband for walking on 
the floor that she had just mopped.” 
“Did you arrest her?” 
“No, the floors are still wet!” 
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